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“Distribution of Solar lanterns to School children
atLPS - Bare Honnekoppa and LPS Basal village”
under CSR by NPCIL, Kaiga Site
Kaiga Site of Nuclear Power Corporation of India Limited is situated at a far remote end
of Karwar district surrounded by thick lush green forest and thinly populated remote
hamlets. The nearby villages are deprived of facilities due to thin population and also
face frequent power failures which are inevitable in the thick forest areas. To promote
quality education among the children of these nearby remote villages, NPCIL Kaiga has
initiated many educational programmes under its CSR scheme. One such programe is
to provide Solar lantern to each of the nearby school children to enhance their study in
dark hours even during the power failures.

Solar Lantern with solar panel, mobile charger and accessories

The set of Solar lanterns presented to the school children are very handy, light weight
and user-friendly in operation. The set consists of solar lanterns with White LED lamp
of 3 Watts having a switch to regulate low, medium and high level illumination, a solar
panel of charging capacity to run continuously for four hours for a charged duration of
6-8 hours. The set also consists of multi-pin mobile charging chord and 4 Ampere
hours sealed maintenance free battery, built-in short circuit protection fuse. The set
given will promote a sense of energy conservation and an alternate source of energy in
the young minds. This will also support the sustainable development programme. The
set given to each student will illuminate the house during the power failure.

Students at HPS, Bare-Honnekoppa school listening being addressed
The esteemed guest Shri R.K.Gargye, Director (Projects) during his visit to Kaiga site
on 21/01/2015 addressed the studentsand stressed the need for education and urged
them to give their best in the educational front as Education alone will wipe out poverty.
The bright future lie in the student’s efforts which would contribute towards nation
building. He expressed his deep satisfaction and congratulated the Kaiga Site on its
effective implementation of CSR projects in the field of Health, Education,
Infrastructure and Skill development for the benefit of neighbourhood.

Shri Gargye, Director (Projects)distributing Solar Lantern
to the students at HPS, Bare-Honnekoppa on 21/1/2015

The students and teachers of HPS Bare-Honnekoppa

Distributing the Solar lantern to students at LPS-Balse

The students, teachers and the wards at both the schools were briefed about the
operation of the Solar lantern which was followed by demonstration for effective
utility. The students re-explained the operation of the solar lantern satisfactorily
which enunciates that they understood the operation modality well. The teachers,
students and the wards expressed sincere thanks to NPCIL-KGS authorities for
the kind gesture.
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